THE NEW WAY
TO SUCCESS.
CREATIVITY,
INNOVATION,
BUT ALSO
KNOWLEDGE AND
DEVELOPMENT

The all new
PROMASOFT
With
EndlessPossibilties
Technology

We always provide innovative and
cost-effective software solutions that
address your business goals and
enhance productivity and performance

About PromaSoft
BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY
We-employees and management- strongly believe in honouring both our internal and
external commitments. Our proactive value based ethics approach may be viewed in
contrast to more reactive "compliance-based" ethics, which takes a legalistic approach
to doing the right thing. Our approach results in a culture that expresses positive
values and creates a climate that supports ethical and legal decision-making. We
believe our first responsibility is to our customers. To meet their needs, our services
must be of the highest quality and of reasonable price. We are also responsible to our
employees, We encourage and support their empowerment.
Last but not least, we are responsible to our shareholders. We make investments in
facilities, infrastructure, employees, and intellectual property to ensure that both
shareholders and employees get a fair return on their investment in the long term.

OUR FRAMEWORK
Oracle ADF is based on the model view controller design pattern
that promotes loose coupling and easier application development
and maintenance. Oracle ADF provides a solution for each of the
MVC layers...
ENTERPRISE AUTOMATION
The new competition and dynamic business environment pushes
organizations and businesses to strive for highest levels of
efficiencies by the use of new technology and services.
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
Promasoft Technology provide software Application Development &
Maintenance (ADM) services to our clients globally. Our forte covers
the broad spectrum of your business - whether building custom
applications
IT OUTSOURCING
The IT management needs has been a challenge for most non IT
companies. Also, due to market pressures, availability of skilled staff
which can develop a vision, and take long term decisions is also very
limited
IT CONSULTING
IT & IT Security Consulting is definitely our core competency and
our prime business. We do have a large pool of talented and
experienced consultants, Link to popupwho can cater their services
to organizations of any size.
CLOUD SERVICES
Promasoft technology have high-end Cloud Computing systems
incorporate a multilayered ecosystem of IaaS “Infrastructure as a
Service”,PaaS“ Platform as a Service”,and SaaS“Software as a
Service” with

The TECHNOLOGY we are using...
Application software developers also have to consider a lengthy array of
screen sizes, hardware specifications and configurations because of
intense competition in mobile software and changes within each of the
platforms.

APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK
Oracle ADF is an end-to-end development framework, built on top of the
Enterprise Java platform, offering unparalleled productivity to application
developers. The framework provides integrated infrastructure solutions for
the various layers of the application and an easy way to develop on top of
them.
MICROSOFT .NET FRAMEWORK
NET is an integral part of many applications running on Windows and
provides common functionality for those applications to run. The .NET
Framework provides a comprehensive and consistent programming model
for building applications that have visually stunning user experiences and
seamless and secure communication.
MICROSOFT SHAREPOINT
Connect with employees across the enterprise - use SharePoint to engage
with people, share ideas and reinvent the way you work together & store all
your documents and collaborate with colleagues in real time.
JAVA DEVELOPMENT
Writing Java applets and applications needs development tools like Java
Development. The Java Development Kit includes the Java Runtime
Environment, the Java compiler and the Java APIs. It's easy for both new
and experienced programmers to get started.

SOFTWARE PRODUCT ENGINEERING
SERVICES

Committed to delivering product innovation
PromaSoft Technology helps design and develop high quality software products from concept to reality; quickly and
cost-effectively to enhance competitive advantage.
Committed to delivering product innovation, We provide Software Product Engineering services for
customers across multiple domains and technology platforms.
We identifie, develops, and deploys sustainable technology solutions based on existing and emerging
technology trends. Our engineers and research staff continuously evaluate emerging technologies and
products within Microsoft, J2EE, and Open Source to develop solution delivery accelerators and provide
end-to-end solutions to our customers.

Key benefits of our Software Product Engineering services:
• Rapid go-to-market.
• Incremental development/delivery model that engages customers through the project lifecycle.
• Use of best-of-breed technologies, frameworks, and accelerators.
• Ability to increase product eectiveness by incorporating market feedback

BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCING
WE CAN OFFER YOU?
BPO is distinct from information technology (IT) outsourcing, which focuses on hiring a third-party
company or service provider to do IT-related activities, such as application management and application
development, data center operations, or testing and quality assurance.

Benefits and limitations
The main advantage of BPO is the way in which it helps increase a company's flexibility. However, several
sources have different ways in which they perceive organizational flexibility. In early 2000s BPO was all about
cost efficiency, which allowed a certain level of flexibility at the time. Due to technological advances and
changes in the industry (specifically the move to more service-based rather than product-based contracts),
companies who choose to outsource their back-office increasingly look for time flexibility and direct quality
control.
Most services provided by BPO vendors are offered on a fee-for-service basis, using business models such as
Remote In-Sourcing or similar software development and outsourcing models.This can help a company to
become more flexible by transforming fixed into variable costs.

QUALITY ASSURANCE AND TESTING SERVICES
SERVICES

PromaSoft Technology offers distinguished QA services and solutions with comprehensive and reliable
testing processes for its customers while adhering to the highest quality of testing standards.
Quality Assurance (QA) & Testing Service is a way of preventing mistakes or defects in manufactured
products and avoiding problems when delivering solutions or services to customers. QA is applied to physical
products in pre-production to verify what will be made meets specifications and requirements, and during
manufacturing production runs by validating lot samples meet specified quality controls. QA is also applied
to software to verify that features and functionality meet business objectives, and that code is relatively bug
free prior to shipping or releasing new software products and versions.

QA & Testing Solutions
Services to Envision and Transform QA
Services to Operate and Sustain QA
Services to Optimize QA

APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
Fusion Web Application
Deploying a Fusion web application is slightly different from deploying a standard Java EE application. JSF
applications that contain ADF Faces components

iOS App
The iOS SDK extendsthe Xcode toolset to include the tools, compilers, and frameworks you need specifically
for iOS development.

Android App
Android is one of the fastest growing mobile platforms. It has been created by Google and Open Handset
Alliance. The number of Android devices is in million rapidly.

Windows App
Use a flat navigation pattern for your Windows Store app when it has a small number of pages and its
information is not organized in a hierarchy.

BlackBarry App
Blackberry applications are widely popular in the mobile market. eNoah offers outstanding project models
to help your current business

Web Based App
Web application development is the process and practice of developing web applications. Web applications
undergo the same unit, integration and system testing.

APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT & MAINTENANCE
TECHNOLOGY
APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK
Oracle ADF is based on the model view controller design pattern that promotes loose coupling and easier
application development and maintenance. Oracle ADF provides a solution for each of the MVC layers and
supports easy integration of the various layers together with integrated security and customization solution.
Benefits and Innovation
Oracle Application Development Framework (Oracle ADF) is an innovative, yet mature Java EE
development framework available from Oracle and directly supported and enabled by the award winning
development environment, Oracle JDeveloper 11g. Oracle ADF simplifies Java EE development by
minimizing the need to write code that implements the application’s infrastructure allowing the developers
to focus on the features of the actual application. Oracle ADF provides these infrastructure implementations
as part of the framework. To recognize a set of runtime services is not enough, Oracle ADF is also focused on
the development experience to provide a visual and declarative approach to Java EE development through
the Oracle JDeveloper 11g development tool.

MICROSOFT .NET FRAMEWORK
STUNNING USER EXPERIENCES
The .NET Framework is Microsoft's comprehensive and consistent programming model for building
applications that have visually stunning user experiences, seamless and secure communication, and the
ability to model a range of business processes.
includes a large class library known as Framework Class Library (FCL) and provides language
interoperability (each language can use code written in other languages) across several programming
languages. Programs written for .NET Framework execute in a software environment (as contrasted to
hardware environment), known as Common Language Runtime (CLR), an application virtual machine that
provides services such as security, memory management, and exception handling. FCL and CLR together
constitute .NET Framework.
NET is an integral part of many applications running on Windows and provides common functionality for
those applications to run. This download is for people who need .NET to run an application on their
computer. For developers, the .NET Framework provides a comprehensive and consistent programming
model for building applications that have visually stunning user experiences and seamless and secure
communication.

WINDOWS SHAREPOINT SERVICES
TECHNOLOGY
MICROSOFT SHAREPOINT
Microsoft SharePoint is a web application framework and platform developed by Microsoft. First launched
in 2001, SharePoint integrates intranet, content management and document management, but recent
versions have broader capabilities.
SharePoint Foundation is available for free on premises deployment—in previous versions it was called
Windows SharePoint Services.
SharePoint comprises a multipurpose set of Web technologies backed by a common technical infrastructure.
By default, SharePoint has a Microsoft Office-like interface, and it is closely integrated with the Office suite.
The web tools are intended for non-technical users. SharePoint can provide intranet portals, document & file
management, collaboration, social networks, extranets, websites, enterprise search, and business
intelligence.[5] It also has system integration, process integration, and workflow automation capabilities.

JAVA DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT
JAVA DEVELOPMENT SERVICES FOR EXCEPTIONAL SOLUTIONS
Java is a programming language originally developed by Sun Microsystems and released in 1995 as a core
component of Sun Microsystems' Java platform. Java is a safe, robust, garbage-collected, object-oriented,
high-performance, multi-threaded, interpreted, architecture-neutral, cross-platform, buzzword-compliant
programming language.
Java Development Services
Our customers have relied on our understanding and expertise of Java technologies supported with a
commitment to keeping up with the ever changing Java technology landscape. We help our clients choose
the right Java architecture; following tried and tested approaches to build robust and scalable Java
applications: Our Java development services can help you with:
Java Web Development
Java Application Development
Java Software Development
Enterprise Java Development
Java Mobile Development
Java Migration
Custom Java Development
Java Professional Services

OUTSOURCING & CONSULTING
CONSULTANCY
OUTSOURCING TO REDUCE COSTS, IMPROVE QUALITY
Outsourcing includes both foreign and domestic contracting, and sometimes includes offshoring or relocating a
business function to another country. Financial savings from lower international labor rates is a big motivation for
outsourcing/offshoring.
Enterprises look to outsourcing to reduce costs, improve quality, reduce management effort and bring about
transformational change but too often these benefits fail to materialise. PromaSoft helps its clients
understand what suppliers really need to bring about these outcomes and, where they are viable, to
implement successful and sustainable arrangement
The opposite of outsourcing is called insourcing, which entails

CLOUD SERVICES
CLOUD COMPUTING
Cloud computing is a term used to refer to a model of network computing where a program or application
runs on a connected server or servers rather than on a local computing device such as a PC, tablet or
smartphone.
Cloud computing has proven to be a boon for businesses—especially small businesses, for which it hits a
particularly sweet spot. With cloud services, small businesses reap the benefits of not having to deploy
physical infrastructure like file and e-mail servers, storage systems or shrink-wrapped software. Plus, the
"anywhere, anytime" availability of these solutions, means hassle-free collaboration among business partners
and employees using the ubiquitous browser. Cloud services also provide entrepreneurs, SOHOs, and
mom-and-pop outfits access to sophisticated technology without the need of an IT consultant or tech worker
on the payroll.

